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ABOUT US:
To go toe to toe within the immersive digital realm, you need an innovative software
development partner like ServReality. Especially, when it comes to augmented and virtual
reality software and AI Applications.
Fancy developing rich and responsive games compatible with Google daydream, Oculus
or HTC vibes? Wish to create an augmented reality app virtually letting your customers
try on clothes or preview novel furniture within their homes? Got other augmented
reality software idea to create and implement? Looking for a professional team of coders
and designers to create your new machine-learning app?
ServReality has got you covered on all of these!
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SERV REALITY QUICK FACTS

Team of over 100+ dedicated designers

Fact 03

Headquartered: Kyiv city,
Ukraine

and coders.

Fact 02
What we do: create smart products, find the

Fact 04

best staff for you project, provide useful
information about technology, support varying
tech initiatives.

Established: 2013

Fact 01
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INTERACT WITH THE NEW WORLDS WITH SERVREALITY
Based in Ukraine, we’re a cutting edge imaginative production house with a strong commitment to quality,
innovations, and efficiency.
Our team consists of 100+ professional technicians, who can provide you with robust virtual world
software, Artificial Intelligence apps plus outstaffing and outsourcing services.
ServReality is all about the latest technologies, innovation and smoother user experiences. We strive to
help you make a smarter use of network investments, saving you both money and time.

www.servreality.com
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SERVREALITY IS EXPERT IN
OUTSOURCING /OUTSTAFFING
The development team is the half of every product’s success, right?
ServReality has gotten the needed talents to bring to life any
innovative product you have in mind. So, don’t keep it secret, tell us
more about it and we will make it real. You can have both a devoted
programmer or a whole team of IT experts for your project.

AI AND ML SOLUTIONS

VR / AR DEVELOPMENT

ServReality uses Natural language processing
(NLP), machine learning, deep learning
algorithms, pattern recognition along with
semantic ontologies greatly combined with
knowledge modelling technologies to deliver you
the most advanced AI application. We’ve already
created some awesome artificial intelligence
programming solutions that include virtual help
desk agents, predictive systems, intelligent risk
monitoring,
robotic
process
automation,
knowledge virtualisation and cognitive process
automation.

ServReality offers custom solutions for multiple
VR app development platforms, in particular:
PlayStation VR (PSVR), Oculus Rift, Google
Daydream, and Google Cardboard plus HTC Vive
and Samsung Gear VR. We have developed
numerous smart virtual reality apps for many
industries, not to mention gaming, healthcare,
home decor, tourism, education and others using
Unity 3D. Check our best VR apps.

www.servreality.com
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TECHNOLOGY

www.servreality.com

TECHNOLOGY: VR / AR DEVELOPMENT
ServReality has the required talents to design, develop, market and produce any kind of digital solutions using all the
current and advanced formats. We have created multiple software solutions for the industrial, commercial, gambling, and
public sectors. All of our solutions are tailormade.

360° Video
Virtual Reality Apps (VR)

3D Solutions
Augmented Reality (AR)

Computer Simulation

Mixed Reality Apps (MR)

3D Visualization / 3D Virtual Tours

3D Modeling (High & Low Poly)

www.servreality.com
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Reinforcement
learning
Chat Bots

Predictive
Deep learning &
Machine
learning
modeling
neural networks
solutions
Natural language
processing (NLP)
Sentiment analysis
(SA)
Computer vision (CV)

Artificial
Intelligence

Anomaly detection

TECHNOLOGY: AI AND ML SOLUTIONS

www.servreality.com
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INDUSTRIES

VR / AR DEVELOPMENT

www.servreality.com

VR / AR DEVELOPMENT
Transportation and Automotive

Real Estate and Architecture

Healthcare, Pharmaceutical and
Sports

Travel, Accommodation and
Restaurants

Banking and Fintech

Shopping and E-commerce

Learning and Training

Events And Planning

Gambling, Betting and Entertainment

www.servreality.com
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GAMBLING, BETTING AND ENTERTAINMENT
Gain the competitive advantage with ServReality by offering a plethora of Virtual reality
entertainment solutions. From concept to execution, we deliver outstanding VR/AR
experiences to our customers. We’ve already allowed people to:
Wander through different galaxies
Discover the hidden beauties of the underwater world
Step ahead to the future.
Walk through the remotest places on the Earth

LEARNING AND TRAINING
Virtual/Augmented reality has been created to bring the universe a little closer. With these
technologies, experiential learning by simulating real-world environments made simple and
real. In short, VR education:
Involves hands-on learning that seriously contributes to the cognitive memory
improvement.
Features life-like engagement that helps people get connections to the subject material.
Enhances the reaction time, pattern recognition, and decision making in our real world

www.servreality.com
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BANKING AND FINTECH
Today, banking and fintech companies either use special VR tools to help people
manage their finances, conduct deals instead of using standard meeting rooms or as a
marketing tool to generate PR buzz. Got any other exciting fintech idea?

HEALTHCARE, PHARMACEUTICAL AND
SPORTS
From the back office to the doctor’s office, ServReality helps customers deliver smarter,
innovative, more effective, and efficient healthcare solutions. With ServReality, our
customers can:
Increase operational efficiency

Tell us about it! ServReality can help you
with all of them.

Improve the training of medical personnel

Practice life-critical procedures and tasks without the real-world implications of improper
use, reducing all associated risks
Help people with autism – by interacting with technology, they learn social cues, therefore,
improving their motor skills.

www.servreality.com
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VR / AR DEVELOPMENT

TRANSPORTATION AND AUTOMOTIVE
When we talk about VR and AR, gambling and automotive are two main industries that are most influenced. For
transportation and automotive, virtual reality technologies have a lot to offer, including:
Reliability: No human errors associated with human drivers or human practicing. No traffic jams, accidents and
other incidents on the way.
Durability: No need to constantly repair cars and other means of transport as there are fewer accidents and lesser
real use.
Maturity: VR/AR technologies keep on developing, maturing and improving. A scalable way to practice mechanical
processes and repairs.

www.servreality.com
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TRAVEL, ACCOMMODATION AND
RESTAURANTS

SHOPPING AND E-COMMERCE

Fly before you buy is what VR has to offer. The possibility to experience the
facilities before booking is what people simply adore. Indeed, virtual reality tours
can greatly enhance your experiences but the fun does not stop here. Once offlimits adventure, with VR and AR there will be any dream destinations left as you
will be able to virtually attend all of them. Climb the Everest, admire the beauties
of the Grand Canyon, wander through all seven World Wonders not leaving your
home. Teleport yourself into an experience to detect whether it’s close to what
you have been expecting. Apart from having fun exploring the area, you can
carefully plan your holiday and adventures. It’s time to make informed decisions!

www.servreality.com

The AR and VR experiences are compelling in delivering real and immediate
feedback. In fact, the Virtual and augmented reality has revolutionized the way
people shop – buy homes, choose which accessories and clothes to purchase.
ServReality helps customers to join this digital revolution. We’ve already:
Captured and deployed engaging virtual tours
Powered tools for interior and product customization
Helped customers to publish awesome augmented catalogs, driving greater sales.

REAL ESTATE AND ARCHITECTURE
There are dozens of cases when VR augments the real estate and architecture industry.
Just imagine: with VR, you can:
Walk through the building that is at the stage of design. How about easily moving within rooms or even floors as if you are
actually inside them? Immerse customers in their ideal home even before putting a single brick.
Virtually attend ten apartments to choose which one to rent from any location instead of wasting time and money on really
going to each of them separately.
Check how particular items (furniture, decor, colors) would suit your home/place.

EVENTS AND PLANNING
Bring events to life with VR and AR because these cutting-edge technologies let remote spectators experience events not only as if
they were there themselves, but closer to the action than ever before. Simply speaking, by means of these novel technologies,
people can be easily and safely put in the middle of the event.
Captured and deployed engaging virtual tours
Powered tools for interior and product customization
Helped customers to publish awesome augmented catalogs, driving greater sales.

www.servreality.com
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5 KEY REASONS TO WORK WITH SERVREALITY

Since 2013, every member of our team has been signing NDA
to secure your business.

We deliver top-notch products with all featuring intellectual
property, 100% Money Back Guarantee

02

Customer-centric cost-effective & flexible IT services suiting every budget
and company size (Start-ups, Enterprises alike)
We have only Mid- level+ and higher technicians to deliver premium
quality

01

04

Clear IT Service Agreements with tight cost control and transparent feedback &
reporting. Absolutely no hidden costs.

www.servreality.com

WE PROTECT YOUR ASSETS

WE STAND BEHIND OUR PRODUCTS
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WE ARE SURPRISINGLY AFFORDABLE

WE ARE HIGH-CALIBRE TECHNICIANS
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WE ARE TOTALLY TRANSPARENT
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INDUSTRIES

AI AND ML SOLUTIONS

www.servreality.com

AI AND ML SOLUTIONS
Learning and Training

Transportation and Automotive

Manufacturing

Customer Services

Data Science and Humans

Banking and Fintech

Fitness and Sport

HR Recruiting

Healthcare Pharmaceutical and
insurance
www.servreality.com
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HEALTHCARE PHARMACEUTICAL
AND INSURANCE
Talking about AI, healthcare is the very first industry that can benefit from this smart
technology. Now, the AI market is full of promising newcomers willing to significantly
improve healthcare
Robot-assisted surgeries, automation of operations & medical image processing etc.
Generate better, more in-depth knowledge about humans
Gigantic time savings, capable to save millions of lives

CUSTOMER SERVICE
Talking about customer services, chatbots offering human-like conversations along with
smoother and more useful UI for on-screen interactions are some simple things AI offers.
Still, it has more than you can imagine. Indeed, AI promises huge benefits to the customer
service industry, not to mention the following:
More personalized customer services, resulting in more satisfied customers
Higher efficiency, bringing more value
Gigantic cut on costs, in particular, in human resources.

www.servreality.com
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DATA SCIENCE AND HUMANS

HR RECRUITING

AI techniques are designed to make a machine as smart as a human, if not
smarter. Still, by infusing intelligence, machine learning and computer vision
techniques to machines, we, people, can become smarter, healthier as well as
more informed and powerful.

AI can bring lots of great advantages to the HR/recruiting industry. For instance,
an AI chatbot, which is used to retrieve answers to FAQ, can save lots of HR’s time.
Why not consider embracing a productivity chatbot as your newest HR team
member then?
Automate various HR processes and the scheduling

Robot-assisted surgeries, automation of operations & medical image
processing etc.

Improve employees’ motivation

Perform accurate analysis, prevent risks, and issue instant way outs.

Reduce human bias

www.servreality.com
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INDUSTRIES

OUTSTAFFING/
OUTSOURCING

www.servreality.com

OUTSTAFFING/OUTSOURCING
ServReality is expert in outstaffing/outsourcing software development services. Apart from AR/VR and AI, we have already been
a part of a number of software solutions in many industries, not to mention:

Shopping and Ecommerce

Gambling, Betting and Entertainment

Healthcare And Sports

www.servreality.com
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SHOPPING AND E-COMMERCE

Lorem Ipsum is simply dummy text of the printing and
typesetting industry. Lorem Ipsum has been the

People tend to buy more online rather than
industry's these
standard
dummy
text ever sincean
thee-1500s,
going shopping
days.
So, considering
an unknown
took a galley
of type and
shop when
for your
businessprinter
is a question
of when,
not if. scrambled
ServReality
skillful
IT specialists
it toemploys
make a type
specimen
book. It has
who can
help
your
e-commerce
product
stand
survived not only five centuries.
out. You can outsource the whole project or hire
the talents you lack
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GAMBLING, BETTING AND ENTERTAINMENT
Being the most popular pastime option, gaming and everything it relates to brings huge
incomes to the companies offering entertainment solutions. As a result, gaming
startups grow out of nowhere like mushrooms. ServReality can help you to succeed in
this highly competitive industry. We’ve already finished some great gaming projects and
can help you join the ranks of the top entertainment vendors.

HEALTHCARE AND SPORT
In the span of the next few years, healthcare, sport and fitness are likely to remain a
boom. So, if you are thinking about a fitness app, you are on the right way, especially if
you consider ServReality as your outsource or outstaff partner because we have the
needed talents to bring life to your projects.

www.servreality.com
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CASE STUDIES

www.servreality.com

FaceRevealed/
computer vision

SweetHomeAR/ augmented reality
Hotel Chatbot/ chatbot + AI

VTrainer/ virtual reality/
machine learning

LLeets/computer vision +outsourcing

CASE STUDIES
MRCycles/ mixed
reality

Mobile
startup/outsourcing+AI

AI Drive/ AI and deep
learning

VirtualAddicts/ virtual
reality
Moonoo/ mixed reality
+ AI

MR in the City/
mixed reality

SWEET HOME AR/ AUGMENTED REALITY
Product overview: Sweet Home AR is an augmented reality app, which makes it
possible to virtually test drive furniture and home goods. With it, you can check how
any item would look like in your house, room or any other place. The camera of your
phone will capture the item you wish to check, the app will analyze its characteristics
(size, material, color, and etc). Then you need to specify where you wish to place this
item in your house, room, flat, any… the app then analyzes the surroundings and
shows you how that item would look like as realistic as possible.

MOBILE STARTUP/OUTSOURCING +AI
Product overview: Ultimate Marketing Promotions by means of Advanced

Analytics. The customer wanted well-defined, strategic customer segments,
which could serve as the cornerstone of all targeted loyalty marketing
programs. Plus, the customer asked to gather data about each customer and
create AI-based predictions to better understand what customers require
and would require in future..

www.servreality.com
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BLOG

One SerReality Blog you can find everything about our
Virtual and Augmented Technology Projects. You can
Study different cases, their effects and
issues etc.
Beside that you will be able to be in touch with latest
technology and will see global advancement in artificial
Intelligence.

www.servreality.com
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Skype: info@servreality.com
E-mail: info@servreality.com
Website: www.servreality.com
Address: 1A Sportyvna sq, Kyiv, Ukraine 01023

CONTACT US
30

Welcome

THANK YOU
To Our Presentation
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